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I have just returned from a brief visit to the specialized agencies in
Europe~

~ lApart from having consultations on a great variety of technical questions
that needed settling between individual agencies and the Department of Economic
and Social Affairs and fairly extensive talks with Jolles (in the absence of
Cole), Sen and Wright, Morse, Candau, Davies and Veronese, I attended the inter
agency meeting on Education and Training in Africa that had been called by Morse
and held an informal Prep. Com. meeting for the advancement of other ACC
preparations. You may like to have a few notes on these contacts insofar as
they transcended matters of essentially departmental concern.

2. First some points arising from conversations with the agency heads.
Jolles has been informally offered the key post of IIDirecteur des Accords
Commerciaux" at Bern. He told me he could not turn down such an offer and
that, if it is confirmed, he would leave the Agency in May. In June the
Governors meet to nominate a successor to Sterling Cole, who, I understand, is
not being supported by the USA for re-election. Jolles told me that he himself
had little chance of being invited to come back as Director-General; from other
sources I learned that this opinion was by no means universally shared.

Sen asked me to tell you how much he hoped you would be able to attend the
ACC at Rome on 9 and 10 ~4Y. He, Candau and Morse all expressed satisfaction
at the way the UN f~nily is co-operating in the Congo. I told Candau that his
special trip to New York for the last ACC WdS much appreciate~ We said that
he had a very important engagement in Brazil at the time of the next ACC. He
would attend if the Secretary-General thought his presence essential; otherwise
he would have to excuse himself this time. Morse impressed on me that the
Lagos conference in December (the first African regional conference of the 1LO)
was unquestionably the most successful 110 conference ever held, the African
governments giving th;m unanimously warm support for a broad programme of action.
UN.b:SCO's General Conference was also a triumph and the problem is how to use all
the new funds available. Veronese will be coming to the USA shortly - probably
8-20 February - and hopes you will be able to see hirr. briefly. (I have since
cabled that you may be away during just this period). All the agency heads
expressed keen interest in and support of the proposal for a conference on the
application of scientific advances to the un-developed countries, while pressing

\1 for ACC consideration of agenda. ~~heu was anxious to know your reaction to
~ his proposal that the conference be a joint UN-UNESCO enterprise. (This is

also a mater of concern to Prof. Kovda, the USSR Head of UN~~SCO' s Department of
Natural Sciences). ' San does not want a separate FAa aPEX of the UN~SCO type but
rather (a) more promotional effort on our part including publicity for the

Ii possibility of agricultural appointments and (b) closer association with the UN
in administering the appointments in that field. All -che agencies seem acutelyt,

t: aware of the need for unity, or at least the appearance of it. I'Jright and the
new U3 Assistant Director-General of FAa (Parker) spoke surprisingly of the need

W to have a single Director of all UN family activities in each major countr,y of
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operations. (I doubt if Sen would concur; Candau certainly would not).
Davies was sceptical of the possibility of any real unity under a system
which offers rich rewards to the aggressive.

3. The inter-agency meeting on training and edu:at~;jlwhich had been called
by Morse, was a highly formal 2-day affair, with Rens 1h the Chair, and was
concerned rather with getting general agreement on a joint approach than with
an actual progra.lTh'lle or indeed any questions of detail. UNZSCO (Haheu)
8.bandoned any claim to "leadership" in the field of training. Both the 110
Lagos Conference and the General Conference of UNESCO had recently instructed
their organizations to undertake extensive manpower surveys and there is
believed to be a good deal of Special Fund money for such surveys as a pre
condition of sound programming development and investment. UNESCO and FAO
agreed with 110 that such surveys should be carried out as quickly and in as
many countries as possible as an inter-agency enterprise, but under the general
leadership of 1LO. While agreeing that the UN agencies should prepare them
selves to help African countries in the important task of making careful
manpower evaluations and pro,iections of "needs ll for training and education I
urged - in line with a brief from Philippe and Mekki - (a) that surveys sh~uld
not take precedence over meeting some of the most urgent needs, (b) that there
were plenty of such needs - for training institutes etc. - so obvious that
there was no danger of distorting the future manpower situation by meeting them
immediately, (c) that the surveys should be carried out in a very flexible way,
and Hnally (d) that not only the participation but the agreement of the ECA
staff should be sought in the planning for all such surveys. There was little
enthusiasm for these reservations though I think they were generally accepted
(the report of the meeting to be drafted by 1LO has not yet come to hand).
There were also signs of considerable reluctance to allowing BCA to play a
special role in the jointly-sponsored UNESCO-~CA Conference of African States
on education needs, which is to be held in Addis in ~my. UNESCO called an
inter-agency meeting in Paris this week to prepare a draft agenda prior to
consultations w:Lth the Executive Secretary of ECA.

It clearly emerged from the meeting that the real difficulty was now felt
to lie not in the competi~ jurisdictions of 110, UNESCO and FAO but in the
relations between the ~12rpatll~l organizations and the ECA. It was agreed
to recommend not only that there should be some form of standing consultation
on African education and training progranmes at the ACC level, but also that
standing arrangements should be developed at Addis Ababa. There is a wide differenc
in approach to African problems between the ECA and the European-based agencies
and I believe that an important task for the next few months is to endeavour to
narrow those differences and develop better personal contacts between them. I
should perh~ps add that the top officials of all the agencies concerned expressed
again and again disappointment that neither l1ekki Abbas nor Robert Gardiner had
been able to attend this meeting.

4. I took the opportunity to bring together Maheu, Davies, Jenks and Boerma
for the purpose of going over the proposed agenda for Ghe next ACC as well as
an outline for the ACC I S report. on "Effects of the acti.vities of Ghe UN agencies
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of an increase in the operations of the Special Fund and .tPTA". Particular
interest was shown in the question of decentralization of UN activities, a
matter on which the Secretar,y-General is required to consult the specialized

1
agencies as well as the regional economic commissions. The agencies are
concerned about the impact of whatever measures we may t~ke upon their own
organi.zational structure, and upon the arrangements between them and the
regional econornic cornmissions. A second topic that evoked a lot of interest
was the proposed scientific conference, on which they asked to have a special
item on the agenda. The third main topic was the "impact" study referred to
above, which~it was realized)will have to face the question how and whether
the UN family can handle not just a possible additional ,p 50 million or so a
year from the Special Fund and EPTA, but the much lar~er funds that n~y be
available for multilateral distribution from IDA a.nd other sources. The
general view seemed to be that however difficult it may be for individual

\agencies to respond to the challenge, the n~jor problem was how the various
agencies could act more or less as a team in the face of growing inducements
to act i.ndependently and to compete with one another for business.


